Van Mahotsav celebrations take off in a visionary way
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"Learn character from trees, values from roots, and change from leaves. " Van Mahotsav celebrated in the
country every year from 1st of July through 7th of July is the time when we should show our gratitude
towards the trees for supporting life on Earth ever since their origin. Blossoms observes this week long
celebrations in its candid ways with the one point agenda for imbibing the interest among the students to
plant trees and to conserve and protect them. There could not be a better start to this celebration than the
young students (Std 1) identifying the various trees in their localities itself and understanding their needs as
well as their contributions. Adding flavour to this, the students went a step further and used their creativities
with the leaves fallen down making sure of not plucking any. The art based learning flashes bright in the
ingenious displays of their activities https://www.facebook.com/blossomsbbsr/posts/4477990675547278
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